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IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook Standard Course Overview 
Duration: 3 days 

“I can create simple charts by dragging on Entities and Links, but I know it can do so much more to help 
with my day to day work.” 

Description 
Setting down a firm base, this course takes students through the essential elements of i2 Analyst’s Notebook before 

lifting them to a higher level of skill and understanding. Students will gain the knowledge needed to create, search, 

and analyse charts and to produce clear and concise results. 

The course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with familiar data: such as communication 

records, financial records, organised groups, and a variety of standard intelligence reports. It also exposes students 

to new and useful methods of using Analyst’s Notebook to help them in their everyday analytical role. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- create analytical and briefing charts both through importing data from MS Excel and manually.  
- begin using several of the essential Search and Analysis functions.  
- have a good insight into both the analytical and visual potential of the software. 

 

Course Content 
- Introduction to Analyst’s Notebook 
- Structuring association and temporal charts 
- Search and Analyse including: 

Search, Find Text, List Items 
Visual Search  
Bar Charts, Histograms and HeatMatrix 
Find Linked Items 
Find Path, Find Connecting Network 

- Find Matching Entities to identify possible duplicates 
- Importing data from Excel to create charts as required 
- Briefing and Presentation to get your message across 

Formatting 
Annotation 
Print, PDF’s and Pictures 

 

 

Prerequisites 
Students must be familiar with Microsoft Windows, and in particular opening, closing, and saving files. 

All courses are conducted in English so they should have a good understanding of spoken and written English. Please 

note translators can be used on closed courses.  

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is aimed at new or self-taught users of the software who wish to learn and work in a more effective and 

efficient way. 

Where Next?  
There are a number of one and two day Analyst’s Notebook modules that you can take to further your knowledge. If 

possible we recommend that you use the software for a few months before taking the additional courses. This will 

give you time to apply what you have learnt from this course and maximise the benefit of the modules. If you use 

iBase then we recommend the Using iBase With Analyst’s Notebook course as a useful follow on course to Analyst’s 

Notebook Standard and iBase Standard. 



i2 Analyst’s Notebook with Cyber and other Digital Data  
Duration: 2 days 

“I want to learn how the software can help me visualise and interrogate my data. I’ve got so much information, and 

comparing rows on spreadsheets just won’t cut it anymore!” 

Course Description – what can I expect?  
Setting down a firm base, this course will take you through the core fundamentals of i2 Analyst’s Notebook, whilst 

using terminology relevant to digital threats and clear example tasks in a cyber related context. Whilst we are 

focusing on cyber data on this course, these same methods can be applied to other tasks and data as well.  

Our experienced trainers will provide a supportive and open training environment where you will have hands-on 

experience using the software. Together we will explore approaches that can be used to manage larger data 

volumes. We will begin by creating and using charts to gain an understanding of the key concepts of Analyst’s 

Notebook. You will learn how to structure charts to allow effective searching and analysis, which can then be 

extracted and presented in a clear, concise, and easily disseminated final product.  

Course Content 
 

• Introduction to Analyst’s Notebook 

• Manually structure association and  
timeline charts 

• Search and Analyse, including: Search, List 
Items, Selecting Linked Items, Visual 
Search, Bar Charts, Histograms and Heat 
Matrix, List Most Connected, Find 
Connecting Network 

• Import data from Excel to create 
association and timeline charts 

• Create presentation charts, including: 
Formatting, Annotation, Page Setup for 
Printing and PDFs 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

What data will I use?  
 
You will use an array of example data, such as: 
 

• IP address data  

• Cyber-attack incidents  

• Web server data 

• Email traffic  

• Chatroom data 

• Event logs  

• Device profile data 

 
 

What skills will I gain?  
 
You will learn how to:  
 

• Build and structure association and timeline  
charts to make them work for you and  
your organisation  

• Efficiently generate charts from rows of  
Excel data  

• Produce meaningful visualisations from  
selected data 

• Sift and interrogate your data in order to 
answer relevant questions  

• Communicate your results to convey a clear  
message  

 



Is this the right course for you? 
This course is aimed at new and self-taught users, or those who want to refresh their knowledge. Our focus is on 

applying the software, therefore you do not need to be from a technical background or an industry expert to reap 

the benefits from these more efficient techniques. 

Prerequisites  
You must be familiar with Microsoft Windows, and in particular opening, closing, and saving files. 

All courses are conducted in English so you should have a good understanding of spoken and written English. Please 

note translators can be used on closed courses.  

Where Next?  
We run several one and two-day Analyst’s Notebook modules that you can take to enhance your skills. If possible we 

recommend that you use the software for a few months before taking these additional courses. This will give you 

time to apply what you have learnt from this course and maximise the benefit of the modules.  

If you use i2 iBase then we recommend attending our Using iBase With Analyst’s Notebook course as a useful follow 

on from this course, together with the iBase Standard course.   

 

 

 



IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook Analysis Course Overview 

Duration: 2 days 

“I mainly use Analyst’s Notebook to draw pretty pictures, but I know I should be using it to do so much 
more…” 

Description 
Increase your knowledge of the analytical tools available in the software. Analyse complex data using a combination 

of tools to assist in the intelligence process. Experience the potential and power of i2 Analyst’s Notebook as an 

analytical tool. On this course we move away from the basics to combine tools and utilise the more advanced 

options. The course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with familiar data: such as 

communication records, financial records, and a variety of standard intelligence reports. It also exposes students to 

new and useful ideas that can help them in their everyday analytical role. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- create charts specifically for analysis and use the advanced options contained within the analysis menu such as 

Find Linked Items, Find Path and SNA. Students will also be able to use a planned approach to their analysis to 
ensure the best possible outcome.  

- Students will see how using a combination of tools can offer a more powerful solution in any analytical process. 
 

Course Content 
- Using Analysis Attributes 

Understanding Analysis Attributes 
- Using Semantic Types in Searching 

Using Semantics in Searching 
- Extending Analysis Functions 

Bar Charts, Histograms and Heat Matrix 
Advanced Find Linked and Find Path  
Find Connecting Networks 
Activity View 

- Social Network Analysis  
- Where Visualisation Can Work 

Analytical Layouts 
Conditional Formatting 

- Combining Data 
Behaviour when copying and merging data 

- Resolving Duplicates: Smart Matching  
- Customising and Planning a Chart 
 

 

Prerequisites 
We strongly recommend that students are regular users of the software and have undertaken the Analyst’s 

Notebook Standard Course. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a good understanding of 

spoken and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is aimed at regular users of Analyst’s Notebook who either know they could get more out of the tool, or 

those who are having difficulty working with larger charts and datasets. 

Where Next?  
Following the analysis process you will need to create a final product – the Analyst’s Notebook Dissemination Course 

has lots of useful processes and tips that follow on from the this course. If you regularly create charts by importing 

from MS Excel then consider the Analyst’s Notebook Importing Course. For a more thorough understanding of Social 

Network Analysis, we have a module devoted to this topic. 



IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook Importing Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“Importing real data can be tricky and time consuming – I need to standardise my information, deal with 
unusual date formats, errors and missing information.” 

Description 
Increase your knowledge of the importing functionality available in the software. Build on previous knowledge 

gained on the Analyst’s Notebook Standard Course, or gained by the use of the software over a period of time. 

Import complex data from a variety of data sources and types. Cleanse data whilst importing without affecting the 

original file. Share and manage import specifications to allow effective and efficient working practices. 

The course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with familiar data: such as communication 

records, financial records, and a variety of standard intelligence reports. It also exposes students to new and useful 

ideas that can help them in their everyday analytical role. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- plan, create, share and manage import specifications to create analytical charts. 
- use Column Actions to standardise data to match the user’s requirements. 
- use the link and card settings in the import function to facilitate analysis. 
 

Course Content 
- Plan and create import specifications 
- Work with blank values 

Identities 
Attributes 

- Cleansing data using column actions 
- Date and Time formats 
- Understanding errors 
- Working with links and cards 

Set the link direction from the spreadsheet 
- Manage and share import specifications 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Prerequisites 
We strongly recommend that students have taken the Analyst’s Notebook Standard Course or be familiar with the 

basic use of the importing function. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a good 

understanding of spoken and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is for current users of i2 Analyst’s Notebook who wish to focus on using the Importing functionality in a 

more complex environment. 

Where Next?  
A course that would be helpful for working with the larger charts created when importing is the Analyst’s Notebook 

Analysis Course. Following importing you will need to create a final product – the Analyst’s Notebook Dissemination 

has lots of useful processes and tips that follow on from the Importing and Analysis courses. 



IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook Social Network Analysis Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“I know how to press the buttons – but I don’t really know what it means or how Social Network Analysis 
could be useful to me.” 

Description 
Gain a deeper understanding of the Social Network Analysis (SNA) measures and their potential to identify key 

entities in your data. The course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with familiar data such as 

communication, financial records and a variety of standard intelligence reports. It also exposes students to new and 

useful ideas that can help them in their everyday analytical role. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- apply a combination of SNA measures to identify key entities and groups.  
- create documents to hold the results of the SNA measures and update them on receipt of new information. 
- weight key relationships. 
 

Course Content 
- Overview of SNA measures 

What are they? 
What could they mean to you? 
Betweenness 
Closeness 
Degree 
Eigenvector 
K-Core 

- Creating Charts specifically for use with SNA measures 
and using direction. 

What should be on the chart? 
How many links? 

- Weighting a measure 
What weighting does 
How to apply a weighting 

- Combing measures & SNA over time 
 
 
 

 

 

Prerequisites 
We strongly recommend that students have undertaken the Analyst’s Notebook Standard Course or be familiar with 

use of the software. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a good understanding of spoken 

and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is aimed at existing Analyst’s Notebook users who typically work with large charts and need tools to help 

them identify key entities and groups. 

Where Next?  
Another course that would be helpful when working with larger charts is the Analyst’s Notebook Analysis Course. If 

you regularly create chart by importing from MS Excel then consider the Analyst’s Notebook Importing Course.  

 



IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook Dissemination Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“I struggle to create a chart that gets my message across clearly. They often end up too big to fit a piece of 
A4 paper or are confusing for other people.” 

Description 
Build on previous knowledge gained on the Analyst’s Notebook Standard Course or by the use of the software over a 

period of time. Create charts and documents to allow clear understanding of complex connections and patterns. 

Learn tips and tricks to enable you to create briefing charts and dissemination documents quickly and efficiently. For 

those of you who might attend court, you will learn best practice solutions that ensure your charts can be viewed by 

others with confidence. 

This course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with familiar data: such as communication 

records, financial records, and a variety of standard intelligence reports. It also exposes students to new and useful 

ideas that can help them in their everyday analytical role. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- create charts specifically for briefing and dissemination purposes. 
 

Course Content 
- Planning the Process 
- Creating a Briefing Chart from an Analytical Chart 

Changing the style of chart 
Simplifying 
Layout 
Clarifying the message 

- Conditional Formatting 
- Creating an Analysis Product 

Saving results in different formats 
Making a redacted copy of a chart 
Snapshots 

- Best practice – a discussion  
 

 

 

Prerequisites 
We strongly recommend that students have undertaken the Analyst’s Notebook Standard Course or be familiar with 

basic creation of charts. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a good understanding of 

spoken and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is for current users of i2 Analyst’s Notebook who wish to focus on the creation of briefing and 

dissemination charts. 

Where Next?  
If you mainly use the Analyst’s Notebook for drawing charts for presentation and briefing then you may want to 

understand how they can be used in a more analytical way. Analyst’s Notebook Analysis, Social Network Analysis and 

Importing Courses would be worth considering. 

  



IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook Refresher and Upgrade to V9 Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“I have been using Version 9 for a while now, but I am sure I am missing loads of great new ways 

of doing things.” 

Description 
Focusing on the new analysis features available in the latest versions of the software, this course will allow you an 

opportunity to refresh your knowledge; as well as discover functionality that you may not have used before. It will 

also ensure that you are able to navigate using the new ribbon interface, enabling your easy access to all the 

features that will be used on a daily basis. 

Objectives 
By the end of the course you will be able to: 
- Use the new interface to access the analytical and style features of i2 Analyst’s Notebook.  
- Refresh your knowledge and learn about some of the new functionality that has been incorporated into 

the latest versions of Analyst’s Notebook. 

 

Course Content 
- Using the new user interface with 

confidence 
- New powerful Selection tools 
- New easy ways to Copy  
- Analysing Date, Time and Duration 

events with the Activity View 
- Find Connecting Network 
- Identify key Entities using List Most 

Connected 
- Improvements to the Importer 

including changes to Column Actions 
for standardising data 

- Saving a Redacted Copy of a chart 
- You will refresh your knowledge on a 

variety of topics including: 
o Bar Charts and Histograms 
o List Items  
o Conditional Formatting 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Prerequisites 
You must be familiar with i2 Analyst’s Notebook versions 6, 7 or 8.  

All courses are conducted in English so you should have a good understanding of both spoken and written English. 

Please note that translators can be used on closed courses with prior arrangement.  

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is for current users of i2 Analyst’s Notebook who wish to learn how to use the new user interface and 

functionality in Version 9. We will also cover some functions which were added in later Version of Analyst’s 

Notebook 8. 

Where Next?  
We run a number of one- and two-day Analyst’s Notebook modules that you can take to further your knowledge. If 

possible, we recommend that you use the software for a few months before taking the additional courses. This will 

give you time to apply what you have learnt from this course and maximise the benefit of the modules.  

Software Version 
We endeavour to keep up to date with the latest version of the software – we are currently training using Analyst’s 

Notebook 9.2.0 – but the course will still be suitable for any version of Analyst’s Notebook 9. 



Using iBase with Analyst’s Notebook Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“I can create Analyst’s Notebook charts from iBase, but it doesn’t look the way I want and there is usually 
more information than I can manage.” 

Description 
Learn how to control the creation of Association, Sequence of Events, and Flow charts in i2 Analyst’s Notebook using 

information held in an iBase database. Add the data you need in the way you want for briefing and presentation 

charts, or for analytical charts that can take full advantage of Analyst’s Notebook functions. You will also understand 

how to use the two products together to control what is being edited in either Analyst’s Notebook or iBase. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- control charting to create briefing charts and analytical charts. 
- use both products together to enhance analysis processes and capabilities. 
 

Course Content 
- Visualising the Chart You Want 

Labelling Schemes  
Charting Schemes 
Multiplicity 
Chart Properties in Analyst’s Notebook  

- Creating an Analytical Chart 
Timelines 
Data Records 

- More Charting Options 
Expand and Filters 
Find Path 
Find Connecting Links, Common Neighbours 
Charting Sets, Queries 

- Updating Information 
Adding data to iBase from Analyst's Notebook 
Editing items on a chart or in iBase 
How to update a chart 
   

 

Prerequisites 
Students must have a good understanding of the structure of an Analyst’s Notebook chart, and be able to use Find 

and Query in iBase before attending this course. Attendance on Analyst’s Notebook Standard and iBase Standard 

Courses would be ideal. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a good understanding of 

spoken and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you? 
This course is aimed at existing users of iBase and Analysts’ Notebook who will use both products together to 

visualise and analyse the data in Analyst’s Notebook charts, typically an Analyst. 

Where Next? 
Assuming you have already attended the Analyst’s Notebook and iBase Standard Courses then the next steps are 

likely to be the Analysis and Importing Courses. 

 

  



IBM i2 iBase Standard Course Overview 
Duration: 2 days 

“I want a good overview of the whole system and to make sure I am getting the most out of it.” 

Description 
Setting down a firm base, this course takes students through the essential elements of i2 iBase for new users, or 

those who wish to refresh their knowledge. It equips them to add, search and analyse volume data to discover 

hidden information and connections and teaches them how to take information from iBase into other applications 

such as i2 Analyst’s Notebook and Excel. The course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with 

familiar data: such as communication records, financial records, and a variety of standard intelligence reports. It also 

exposes students to new and useful ideas that can help them in their everyday analytical role. 

 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- add Entity and Link Records to an iBase database manually and through importing data from Excel. 
- gain an insight into the different field types and formats to assist with the input and analysis of information. 
- begin using several of the essential Search and Analytical functions.  
 

Course Content 
- Introduction to iBase 
- Adding Entity and Link Records 

Understanding types of field 
Avoiding adding duplicate records 

- History and Alerting 
- Finding Records and Saving Records in Sets 

Find 
Search 360 
Sets 

- Queries 
- Importing Entity and Link Records 

Field Actions to standardise data 
- Working with iBase and Analyst’s Notebook 
- Reports and Exporting Data 

Creating Reports Definitions 
Exporting data to Excel 

 

 

 

Prerequisites 
Students must be familiar with Microsoft Windows, and in particular opening, closing and saving files. All courses are 

conducted in English so students should have a good understanding of spoken and written English. Please note 

translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is specifically for new users of i2 iBase or users who are self-taught and want to make sure they are using 

the system in the best way. 

Where Next?  
We run a series of modules that follow on from this one. To extend your ability to query the database consider the 

iBase Analysis course and, if you import data regularly, then the Importing course will help you deal with more 

realistic data issues. Using iBase with Analyst’s Notebook is ideal if you use charts to analyse the data held in iBase 

and need control over how those charts are created to get the best out of Analyst’s Notebooks analysis features. 

 



IBM i2 iBase Importing Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“I am not completely confident that I understand the importing process well enough to start putting large amounts of 

data into the database.” 

Description 
Increase your knowledge of the importing functionality available in the software. Build on previous knowledge 

gained from taking the iBase Standard Course or by use of the software over a period of time. Use Field Actions to 

make data conform to your organisation’s standards without affecting the original data. Understand by example 

options for reducing duplication and the possible effects of updating existing records, and learn processes to help 

when things don’t go as planned. The course uses a variety of information to ensure that students deal with familiar 

data: such as communication records, financial records, and a variety of standard intelligence reports.  

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- import a variety of data, using multiple Field Actions to transform incompatible structures. 
- import from different file types and schedule import specifications to run at specified times. 
- check data quality and make corrections without compromising the database, and select the right option to 

populate their database depending on the data available. 
 

Course Content 
- Planning an Import Specification 
- Create an import specification using Field Actions 
- Importing data from other file and database types 
- Scheduling regular imports 
- Errors, Data quality and correction 
- Valuable options for populating an iBase database 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Prerequisites 
We strongly recommend that students have undertaken either the iBase Standard Course or be familiar with basic 

use of the import functionality. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a good understanding 

of spoken and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is for current users of i2 iBase who are required to import a variety of data sets into an iBase database. 

Where Next?  
If you analyse data regularly then the Analysis course will help you deal with a variety of questions. Using iBase with 

Analyst’s Notebook is ideal if you use charts to analyse the data held in iBase and need control over how they are 

created to get the best out of Analyst’s Notebooks analysis features. 

  



IBM i2 iBase Analysis Course Overview 
Duration: 1 day 

“I have noticed some options in the iBase analytical menu that I am not familiar with and would like to be able to use 

them with confidence.” 

Description 
Increase your knowledge of the analytical functionality available in the software. Build on previous knowledge 

gained from taking the iBase Standard Course, or by use of the software, over a period of time. Analyse data using a 

combination of functionality in order to make the most of iBase as an analytical tool. On this course we move away 

from the basics and look at how the more advanced options can be put into action. The course uses a variety of 

information to ensure that students deal with familiar data: such as communication records, financial records, and a 

variety of standard intelligence reports. It also exposes students to new and useful ideas that can help them in their 

everyday analytical role. 

Objectives 
By the end of the course students will be able to: 
- use a combination of tools to discover hidden connections and patterns within the database.  
- use a variety of advanced queries and set up automated processes.  
- use the Scored Matching and Auto-run functions to enhance and speed up the analytical process.  
 

Course Content 
- Queries 

Queries that prompt 
Using Queries that count 
Using Sets and Queries in a Query 
Using AND/OR in Queries 
Semantic Queries 

- Browse and Auto-run 
- Alerting 
- Additional Tools 

More advanced use of Search 360 
Analysing and Comparing Sets 
Scored Matching 
Field Calculator 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

Prerequisites 
We strongly recommend that students have undertaken either the iBase Standard Course or be familiar with basic 

use of the analytical functionality, especially Queries. All courses are conducted in English so students should have a 

good understanding of spoken and written English. Please note translators can be used on closed courses. 

Is this the right course for you?  
This course is for current users of i2 iBase who wish to focus on using the analytical tools in a more complex 

environment. 

Where Next?  
If you import data regularly then the Importing course will help you deal with more realistic data issues. Using iBase 

with Analyst’s Notebook is ideal if you use charts to analyse the data held in iBase and need control over how they 

are created to get the best out of Analyst’s Notebooks analysis features. 


